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A Look Back to Tell Us
What’s Ahead in 2016
By Debbie Fledderjohann

The New Year brings with it plenty of promise
for the recruiting industry. However, where did
we leave off in 2015? In other words, what did a
typical recruiter’s desk look like in 2015?
After all, it’s difficult to plot a course for the
future (and plan for it) without having a good
idea of what happened in the past and where
you were. Top Echelon Network is comprised of
over 1,100 independent, third-party recruiters
in all industries from across the United States
and Canada.
We polled these recruiters every week
throughout 2015 on a variety of subjects
and topics regarding the industry in general
and their desks specifically. The information
in these polls provide us with a framework
from which we can assess the current state of
recruiting and also build a bridge between last
year and this year.

Recruiters’ Biggest Worries

Inability to find
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Lack of
job orders

Uncooperative
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Where Recruiters Source
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Your internal
database

Internet job
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18.4%

Recruiters’ Biggest Client Issues
Lack of
timely feedback

Taking too long
to extend an offer
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33.1%
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While it would be a mistake to grow too comfortable with
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to be this year’s even bigger challenge. In 2016 the talent shortage will worsen.
Think about what’s happening:
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maximize their Social Security payouts, will be reaching that age and
will join the retired.
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men in that group who are in the labor force has gone from 92%
to 88%.
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• Women in that age group, who flooded the labor force in the 70s and
80s, are also stepping out, going from 74% in 2000 to 70% last year.
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• Unemployment is continuing to shrink. Some economists think it
could go to 4.5% by the end of the year. Among the college educated,
unemployment is 2.5%, a rate that could get to 2%.
What this means to you is that filling those job orders will require you to
put as much emphasis on building talent pipelines as you did on getting new
business in 2010 and 2011 and, well, you get the idea.
In this issue, Scott Morefield offers some suggestions for your talent hunting.
There’s also a list of some other creative ideas, culled from what owners and
recruiters have mentioned to me. Got some unique methods of your own? I’d
love to hear about them. Email me here.
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NEWSandNOTES
MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

TrueBlue, a publicly held provider of blue-collar staffing and RPO, acquired workforce
efficiency specialist SIMOS Insourcing Solutions. SIMOS provides on-premise staffing
solutions for several Fortune 500 companies using contingent labor.
Atlanta-based SIMOS will join TrueBlue’s workforce management group, which includes Staff Management |
SMX, Centerline and PlaneTechs. SIMOS will continue to be managed by President and CEO Kelly Carlson.
Med-Call Healthcare, a Chicago-based healthcare staffing firm, announced the acquisition
of competitor Med Staff On-Call.
Founded in 1989, Med-Call Healthcare provides nursing and allied healthcare
professionals to healthcare facilities of any size, need or specialty. Med Staff On-Call, a medical staffing company
provides healthcare professionals to 60+ hospitals and clinics in the Midwest. Its services and brand will be
merged into Med-Call. No price was disclosed.
Impellam Group plc has entered into an agreement to acquire Bartech Holding Corporation
and its subsidiaries for an initial payment of $120 million. Impellam, based in the United
Kingdom, is one of the largest staffing firms in the world. The firm provides managed
services and specialist staff across the UK, North America, Asia Pacific and mainland Europe.
Founded in 1977, Bartech is headquartered in Southfield, Michigan. It manages more than 30,000 workers
and consultants and over $3 billion of spend for clients worldwide through its Managed Services programs
and specialist staffing business.
Bartech’s CEO, David Barfield, will join the Impellam Group, becoming CEO of Impellam’s North
American businesses including Bartech. Mike Bixler, Impellam’s current North America Managing
Director for Specialist Staffing, will become managing director for the enlarged specialist staffing
business, reporting to David Barfield.
David Barfield

PEOPLE

Jeff DeFazio has joined global executive search and advisory firm Heads! International as
managing partner. He will work out of its west coast offices. In addition to his regional leadership
role, DeFazio will play a global role in the firm’s consumer and digital practices, advising clients
on a range of leadership and market issues.
DeFazio moved into consulting and executive search with Egon Zehnder after serving as CEO
for two private equity-backed, high-growth consumer product businesses where he successfully
led pivots in product mix as well as marketing and distribution strategies. He previously served in executive
roles at Jacuzzi, Kohler, Black & Decker and Coleman. DeFazio earned his MBA from the University of Chicago,
Booth School of Business and is a graduate of the University of Delaware.
Jeff DeFazio

Nancy Rexroad of Callos Resource, Inc., in Pittsburgh, Penn. has been recognized by NPAworldwide
for attaining Platinum Recruiter Achievement Status. There are fewer than 50 recruiters in the
global network who have achieved this level of production or higher.

Nancy Rexroad

Recruiter Achievement Status recognizes cumulative salary totals within NPAworldwide. Rexroad’s
cumulative totaled over $5 million. NPAworldwide recognizes six levels of performance through
the Recruiter Achievement Status program. Platinum Premier is the highest level, followed by
Double Platinum, Platinum, Gold, Silver, and Bronze.
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Ask Barb

I Need Help, But Should I Hire?

with

Dear Barbara:

Barbara Bruno

I greatly reduced my team in 2010 and now I’m losing
many deals because I don’t have the employees to
cover the contracts and job orders we’re writing. I don’t

Should I Add Contract? Yes!

want to hire if there is going to be another downturn
soon. I’ve been in the business over 20 years and you

Dear Barbara:

and I both know this business is cyclical. If you were

I have a 100% direct business, but keep hearing you

me, would you hire?

say that I would increase the value of my business by
opening a contract division in the coming year. Do you

John S. – Ft. Worth, TX

still feel that is the best business model?
Dear John:

Lydia M. – Boise, ID

I don’t have a crystal ball that can accurately predict
the future, but I follow an economist who has been

Dear Lydia:
If your exit plan is to sell your business,

incredibly accurate in the past 15+ years. His

the contract segment of our profession

name is Alan Beaulieu, his company is ITR

is the most lucrative. It is a recurring

Economics. I would strongly suggest that you

revenue model that complements your

sign up for his newsletter and buy his most

direct business. Your clients are probably

recent book, Prosperity in the Age of Decline.

hiring full time employees from you and

At a recent TSA Conference he predicted, “a

contractors from one of your competitors.

short recession in 2019, but then booming

There is a definite learning curve, but the

business throughout the 2020’s.” If you are losing

profits and increased value of your business are well

money because you can’t fill the business you’re

worth your efforts.

writing, the right hire is a solid business decision.
Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS
(cont’d on page 5)
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(cont’d from page 4)

Job Boards vs. LinkedIn

Our Bright Future

Dear Barbara:

Dear Barbara:

I’m spending a fortune on Monster and CareerBuilder

I’m worried that companies are really beefing up their

but when a decent candidate posts their resume, 20

in-house recruiters and I see them replacing us. Why

other recruiters have already called them. My other

would they pay us, if they have a recruiter on site?

issue is very often our clients already have the resume
George Z. – Marietta, GA

in their database. I only made one fill using the job
boards this year and they cost me more than the fee

Dear George:

I charged. I’m thinking of switching over to LinkedIn

Years ago, recruiters feared they would be replaced

Recruiter – what is your recommendation?

by classified ads. Some feared job boards would

Mitchell T. – Buffalo, NY

replace recruiters. Neither happened. Other recruiters
were certain that LinkedIn would demolish recruiting,

Dear Mitchell:

again it didn’t happen.

It’s important that you review the ROI on every
resource you utilize in your business. If you are not

In-house recruiters can’t fill all the requisitions

obtaining a significant return on your investment, it

they have and often want to hire contractors who

is a wise decision to spend your money elsewhere.

remain the employee of the recruiting firm vs. a 1099

LinkedIn Recruiter is a great resource if utilized

employee, or hiring a permanent, full-timer.

properly. It can be time consuming, so you want to
Clients depend on us to find candidates who are

generate leads during off primetime hours.

not on job boards, answering website postings or in

Whatever resources you utilize, review them at least

an active job search. There is a tremendous shortage

annually. You need to go where the candidates exist.

of candidates, baby boomers continue to retire at the

That can be chat rooms, meetups, blogs and endless

rate of one every six seconds and there is worldwide

groups on the internet. Candidates can also provide
you with the resources they utilize when they are

competition for top talent. The future for third party

conducting their own search efforts.

recruiters is very bright.
Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS TFL

Barbara J. Bruno, CPC, CTS

(back to TOC)

Barb Bruno, CPC, CTS, is one of the most trusted experts, speakers, and trainers in the staffing and
recruiting professions. If you want to receive free training articles from Barb, sign up for her NO BS Newsletter!
Barb has spent the last 20 years helping owners, managers, and recruiters increase their sales, profits, and
income. Her Top Producer Tutor web-based training program jumpstarts new hires and takes experienced
recruiters to their next level of production. If you’d like to contact Barb, call 219-663-9609 or email her at
support@staffingandrecruiting.com. If you enjoy Barb’s training, join her Premiere Coaching Club.
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Gary Stauble’s
2-MINUTE
RECRUITING

“Dentist” First,
Plan Last

This monthly article gives you quick, easy-to-implement
ideas on various subjects. This month’s topics have to
do with premeditating your day, making your guarantee
conditional, and guarding your early morning hours.

The 4 PM Daily Planning Session
Do you struggle to plan your calls and activities

it played
out in my
own work
as a recruiter. If you plan for the next day at 4 p.m.,
you allow your subconscious mind to “work on your
plan” overnight and come up with refinements.
You’ll sleep better at night and feel more relaxed
in general if you know you have a plan in place.

each day? If so, you’re not alone. In my coaching
sessions with recruiters and owners, the issue of time
management and planning is one of the most frequent
topics that people need help with.
My recommendation is that you give yourself 45
to 60 minutes each day to reflect, think, organize,
research and plan. This is also the time to look at

Do not take incoming calls during planning time
unless they are deal related. Turn the phones off so
you can focus and plan. You can return urgent calls
at 5 p.m. if you wish, and even work later, but you will
do so knowing that you have a solid plan in place for
the next day. Try this for 21 days and you’ll find that
it becomes automatic.

your numbers for the day and analyze your results.
Sixty minutes of planning with seven hours of
“doing” time will yield you far better results than 10
hours of “doing” by the seat of your pants.
It has been said that “confusion is the chief cause
of worry” and I agree with that premise as I’ve seen

(cont’d on page 7)
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(cont’d from page 6)

Language to Make Your Guarantee Conditional
Nearly all clients want and expect a guarantee of some kind when they work with a recruiter. If you provide
a replacement guarantee in your contract, be sure to make it conditional upon prompt payment. I have found
that this part of my contract is rarely questioned; it provides leverage you can use to speed up a client that is
slow to pay.
Here is an example of language you might use in your contract:
Our presentation of a replacement candidate is conditional upon receipt of our fee and within 10 working
days of the candidate’s start date.

Ruthlessly Guard Your Golden Hours
Golden hours are the prime calling hours in your day. Generally, these are the morning hours between 8 a.m.
and noon, when you are fresh and have a planner full of important calls to make and actions to take. You must
guard your golden hours ruthlessly and create an environment that is as free from distractions as possible so
that you can execute your plan before lunch. The only way to do this successfully is if you have planned out
your calls and actions the night before, and then execute the plan at the scheduled time.
Be sure to “schedule the dentist first.” This means you do first the thing you look forward to the least. For most
recruiters the “dentist” is marketing activities, so do these first.
Strive to get your marketing activities finished by 10:30 in the morning. Also, if your goal is to make 60 calls
per day, try to have 40 done before lunch time. Then your afternoon feels like swimming downstream because
you’ve front-loaded your day, and gotten your most important tasks out of the way first. TFL

(back to TOC)

Gary Stauble: I’m the principal consultant for The Recruiting Lab, a coaching company that provides recruiting
professionals like you with the training, tools and support to become top performers. You can download my
complimentary report, “$1 Million Time Management” on my website. In the report, you’ll learn 9 time management
secrets of a $1 million producer. You can also apply for a complimentary one-to-one Strategy Session with me if
you’re ready to boost your production and productivity. Get the full scoop at TheRecruitingLab.com.
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Every Recruiter
Needs to Make Time
For Strategic Thinking
By Debby Millhouse CPC, CTS, CSP

As the economy continues to rebound and the

taking a step back and looking strategically at your

national unemployment figures continue to improve,

company’s “big picture.” That can be a critical mistake.

staffing and recruitment professionals like us tend to

Taking time out to strategize should be a daily priority.

get very busy (thankfully!). The client requirements

It needs to be built into the schedule of everyone in the

keep coming in and we spend the vast majority of our

company, not just owners or executives. Now, when I

days (and sometimes nights and weekends) “heads

say “strategize” I’m not referring to huge group “think

down” trying to find qualified candidates to fill our

tank” activities, or sequestering the entire team for a

client’s jobs.

weekend at some rural retreat so that we can find our

Now, don’t get me wrong; this is a good thing; it’s

inner selves while wearing sweatpants and flip-flops.

the reason we’re in the business. However, with a list

The strategizing I’m advocating is really quite simple;

of to-dos a mile long, and the daily focus on tactical

step away from the to-do list and get in to an “examine

candidate-client actions, it can leave little time for

and learn” mode.
(cont’d on page 9)

Take a strategy timeout

every day
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(cont’d from page 8)

Big Picture Time

the breakfast table. For others, it may be evenings or
during lunch. Whatever the time, a make or break

How many of us really take the time to look

component of a successful strategic thinking process

at external factors that can directly impact our

is the gathering of information and knowledge on

business in the near term or long term, and think of

focus areas through reading and research.

tangible actions to avoid negative factors while taking
advantage of positive ones? These factors could be

As staffing professionals we should be voraciously

things like local and national economic trends, the

reading information that is available to us that helps

economic health of the vertical markets our clients are

us better understand the internal and external

in, new recruitment tools and strategies, or skillsets

business factors that can affect us. Local and national

that our competitors have that we don’t have.

business publications, industry news, client-specific
news items, economic trends

We should also take time to examine

and forecasts and professional

internal factors as well: Do we have

development information are all

the software tools and infrastructure

components of keeping up to speed

to support our business properly?

with what’s happening (or could

Are people trained properly on these

be happening) in and around your

tools? Do we have the right talent

business that helps you and your

mix in the organization and do we

team members to make better and

have people in the correct roles for

more effective decisions.

their skills?

Staying Up-to-Date Easily

Taking time out to examine these factors can often
be painful, as these questions can be difficult and may

Obviously it’s impossible to keep up with every bit

lead to tough decisions around finances, people and

of information in all of these areas from every single

tools. It may also lead to an uneasy feeling — leaving

source, so I suggest picking one key, recognized source

the comfort and satisfaction of checking off items from

point for each of the areas you need to track (like The

the to-do list and creating a list of questions and issues

Fordyce Letter and FordyceLetter.com for recruiting-

for which there may be no immediate answer. It will

related information!), and making it a point to visit the

also require some additional work (or homework); you

organization’s website on daily basis or subscribe to

and your team will need to take the time to educate

their newsletter or news feed. Additionally, LinkedIn’s

yourself in the areas where the answers (or questions)

“Pulse” feature which offers a way to follow a variety of

aren’t clear.

influencers is a great way to keep up-to-date, as well

Schedule Your
Strategic Thinking

setting up a Google News Feed for pertinent topics you
want to track. You might also consider creating news
alerts to stay abreast of developments in specific areas

Effective strategic thinking usually takes place when

or for specific companies.

time is carved out each day for that activity — not as

So, take a deep breath, step back, step away and

an afterthought but as part of a schedule. For some,

take a “strategy time out” every day! TFL (back to TOC)

this may mean before arriving at the office while at

Debby Millhouse is the owner and CEO of CEO Inc. Founded in 1994, CEO Inc. is an award-winning,
full-service recruiting and business resources firm offering direct hire placement, temporary staffing,
and human capital services. Honors include being named as one of the Top 25 Charlotte Business
Journal Best Places to Work for multiple years, one of the 2013 Fastest-Growing U.S. Staffing Firms by
Staffing Industry Analysts, and the Best Staffing Firm in the 2014 Charlotte Observer Reader’s Choice
Awards. For more information, visit www.ceoinc.com or call 704-372-4701.
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Using the “Sacred Six” Wisely
By Terry Petra, CPC, CTS, CIPC
The most frequently asked question I receive from

• Stopping what they are doing every time they
get an email. This can be a nuisance to the
easily distracted or overly curious. It also
provides a welcome relief to the individual
who is avoiding the phone.

owners and managers is, “What reasonable level of
activity and production should I expect from my staff?”
The answer to this question depends on many
variables including the manager’s business model,

• Emailing resumes instead of making
candidate presentations.

specialties served, staff tenure, geography of the
markets (time zones), and the quality of hires, initial,

• Using the Internet and email for
personal activities.

on-going training, development and supervision.
The most important variable is how effectively each
member of the staff utilizes their time.

Support, Don’t Supplant,
the Phone

However, two additional variables are the Internet
and email or, more specifically, when and for how

Without access to the Internet and the ability to
use email, most firms would be working at a distinct
disadvantage. Nevertheless, the key is to use these
tools in a manner that supports your telephone
efforts, rather than supplanting them.

much time these incredibly versatile tools are used
during normal business hours.
For pure research in support of all critical functions,
the Internet is the most valuable tool. Very importantly,
it is available 24 hours a day.

Each day provides a limited amount of hours for
high production activity. Over the years, we have
classified this time as “The Sacred Six.” This is the
time between 8:30 and 11:30 a.m., and 1:30 to
4:30 p.m. (this may vary depending on time zones
covered). Six critical hours in which to complete the
most important telephone activity; Marketing calls to
develop new business and recruiting calls to develop
a flow of qualified candidates. A certain portion of this
time should also be allocated to completing the tasks
necessary for closing on-going activity.

In like fashion, email tremendously increases the
speed at which we can transmit information. This tool
is also available 24 hours a day.
Both of these tools, properly utilized, can greatly
enhance the number of placements made by the
staff in most offices. Conversely, the misuse and
over-dependence on both of these tools during the
most productive hours of the business day can
dramatically decrease the number of placements.
Examples include:

In addition to the on-going
activity, during “The Sacred Six,” a
realistic minimum goal should be
to make direct phone contact with
20 individuals who can either be
a source of business or a source
of recruits. Current workload
should determine the number of
contacts required to be completed in
each category.

• Researching a prospect’s
web site prior to calling them
makes good sense. Although,
this is a worthwhile activity
when completed prior to
making marketing calls,
if it is done between each
call, it brings the potential
momentum of a marketing
campaign to a grinding halt.

(cont’d on page 11)
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EDITOR’S NOTE:

(cont’d from page 10)

A minimum ratio, even for first year practitioners

Some recruiters refer to morning as the “Golden Hours.”

who have been properly trained should be:

Gary Stauble’s 2 Minute Recruiting has tips on how to

• 1 qualified search/order per 20 qualifying

plan for these hours to get the best results. See page 8.

phone contacts.
• 1 qualified and interested recruit per 20

Consider “The Sacred Six” as 360 minutes in which

qualifying phone contacts.

to contact 20 people. Call accounting software has

Notice the emphasis on “qualified.” If these results

proven that approximately 10 of these contacts will

can be achieved, the practitioner should finish the

last less than five minutes, while another five will

week with a combination of five qualified recruits

last between five and ten minutes. The remaining five

ready to interview and qualified searches/orders on

contacts will be of varying lengths averaging over ten

which to work.

minutes each. It is generally from these five contacts
that a qualified and interested recruit is identified

Two Placements a Month

and/or a qualified search/order is originated.

Experience demonstrates that during a typical month

Achieving these results during “The Sacred Six”

achieving these results should produce, on average,

requires planning, discipline (only take incoming calls

a combination of 20 new qualified searches/orders

you know to be critically time sensitive, checking your

and/or qualified, interested and ready to interview

email once an hour and only responding to those that

recruits. With a minimum search/order to fill ratio

are critically time sensitive), and a keen awareness

of one in five (which should be achievable since we

that personal, one-on-one contacts are the key to

are referring to “qualified” only), this level of qualified

success in this business.

activity should consistently support a minimum of

As Bill Vick succinctly stated many years ago,

two full placements per month (double these numbers

“Recruiting is a contact sport.” And the primary time

if the specialty is admin/office support).

for that contact is during “The Sacred Six.” Learn to

Obviously, the reality of voicemail enters into the

focus yourself properly during these critical hours and

equation. Remember, when leaving voicemail your

you will see the positive return in short order.

objective is to create a reason for the individual to
return your call. Too many practitioners use voicemail

As always, if you have questions or comments about

for their sales presentations and wonder why they

this article or wish to receive my input on any other

receive less than 10% call backs. We will leave the

topic related to this business, just let me know. Your

subject of voicemail for another time.

calls and emails are most welcome. TFL

(back to TOC)

Terry has successfully conducted seminars for state, national, and international associations as
well as in-house consulting and training programs for hundreds of staffing/recruiting firms in the U.S.,
Canada, Mexico, Australia, New Zealand, England, South Africa, Russia, and the independent states
of the former Soviet Union.
Recipient of the “Harold B. Nelson Award” in recognition of his untiring efforts in the continuing
fight for the preservation of our free enterprise system, Terry is President of Professional Services Consultants, a
Minnesota-based search, contract staffing, consulting and training company.
Terry provides a full range of training and consulting services focused on the needs of the staffing/recruiting
industry. Training products include the updated “Petra Training System” and a newly revised advanced CD
Training Program entitled, “Just Do It Right! A Client Centered Process That Works.” For a full review of his products
and services, visit his web site at www.tpetra.com.
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By Joe Ankus

As I start my 25th year as a recruiter, I want to

Three weeks later, after relentlessly working a new

dedicate my January column to those of you who need

search, and surfacing five solid candidates, the client

a bit of inspiration and to those of you who need a bit

bluntly told me “The home office HR changed their

of humbling. This is a crazy business — albeit a great

mind — NO RECRUITERS.”

one — but the unpredictability of our income can give

“But I have a contract,” I protested to the managing

you both the highest of highs and the lowest of lows.

partner. He said, “You do but it’s on a commission

I hope, in some measure, to give you some balanced

only basis. We are going to try to hire on our own.”

advice as we start 2016.

I followed up a week later. “Thanks for the call Joe.
We ended up getting someone that we knew. Sorry.

Let’s go back to 1995. At that point, I had been

Maybe next time.”

recruiting long enough (3 years) to have made some
placements and have lost some placements. Overall, I

INTO THE DEPTHS

was a classic steady biller — averaging between 10-12
deals — each year. At the same time, my family was

I was dejected. My boss gently punched me on the

growing fairly rapidly. We had our daughter the year

arm and smiled, “Get back in there!” and cryptically

before and our son only 16 months later. Needless to

mentioned something about “playing the odds.”

say, the collective budget was being stretched and I

I remember leaving the office early that day and

knew I had to continue to perform well at work.

dragging myself to bed. Somehow, I didn’t like the
odds when they were not going in my favor.

The first few months of 1995 were “business as

The next three months were like a bad movie. To

usual” and I maintained my steady pace. And then,

spare you the gory details suffice it to say I lost five

without warning, it happened.

offers in a row! In sequential order, one candidate
I don’t remember the exact day but it was around

got countered, one candidate went to another firm,

July, in the sweltering South Florida heat, when my

one candidate got into a fight with their spouse and

long cycle of rejection began. The first sign was a

left the state, one candidate went to jail (for real) and

quick turndown. I got a candidate a great offer and, as

one candidate came down with a debilitating (but

candidates are known to do, unfortunately decided to

fortunately not life threatening) illness that required

stay at their job. “Fine,” I muttered, “On to the next.”

a leave of absence.
(cont’d on page 13)
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(cont’d from page 12)

After the fifth loss, I remember saying to my boss,

advanced me $1K, and said to think about what he

in not such polite language, that I was leaving this

had said. I shook his hand and slunk out of the office.

so called “career” in the dust. I told him recruiting,

For the next week, I watched a lot of TV and thought

at best, was a crapshoot and that we were pawns in

about the recruiting business.

a cruel game played by evil clients and candidates. I

I returned the following Monday and began to work.

finished my rant by saying I didn’t want my life and

As chance would have it, I actually closed a deal or two

income to be dictated by everyone else’s decisions.

to end the year. I almost left the business because of

He listened, and then, for a brief moment, physically

my extended string of bad luck, but, to his credit, my

recoiled at the ferocity of my tone. He then invited

boss’ patience and good counsel made the difference.

me to sit as he shared his own experiences in the

I appreciated his timely wisdom.

recruiting business. At that time, he had been

Fast forward five years from my low point in 1995

recruiting for almost 20 years and he had seen both

to January of 2000. Little did I know that I would

the good and the bad that I was experiencing for the

soon see the recruiter’s equivalent of Mount Everest.

first time.

By then, I had left my boss and formed my own firm.

KNOWING WHERE YOU ARE

IT CAN BE A GREAT BUSINESS

‘“Joe,” he said patiently, “you have to trust me.”

It was only me tucked inside a small office with

“This is a long term career which is like climbing

a desk, a computer and a fax machine. Because of

mountains for a living. There are peaks and there

the uptick of the recruiting market and the booming

are valleys. The key, when you are in a valley, is to

economy in general, I was busier than I had ever

know where you are so you can start climbing again

been. My desk looked like something out of a child’s

to reach the next peak.”

cartoon, messy papers strewn everywhere. And that

I was trying to be polite but I ended up mumbling

included resumes, cover letters, job orders, and fax

something to the effect that being in a valley wasn’t

cover sheets. Random sticky notes clung to the walls

paying my bills. He told me to take a week off,

and on my phone.
(cont’d on page 14)
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(cont’d from page 13)

Despite the fact I was working hard, I wasn’t showing

budget and bank my savings to act as a hedge in our

any results. Negative thoughts started creeping into

unpredictable business.

my head. I started thinking back to the “peaks and

I realized that, had I been more of a saver early

valleys” talk of 1995, but then, without warning, the

in my career, I wouldn’t have felt as much pain and

turnaround happened. In March of 2000 I closed eight

doubt in the “Valley of 1995.” Conversely, the joy I felt

deals. The rush was unparalleled. I felt invincible.

in the “Peak of 2000” was tempered by the thought

To date, that year has always ranked in my top five

that I needed to budget for the uncharted landscape

most profitable. I don’t expect to easily eclipse it

of the future. Over the last 25 years, I have evolved.

anytime soon.

Recruiting can be a great business and a great career

During that time, when I metaphorically stood

when we embrace the variety of experiences it has

on the peak of the mountain, I made sure to also

to offer, while also planning for the contingencies

look at the valleys below and, right then, I made a

that are inevitable. I wish you a great 2016!

pact that I still faithfully honor today. It is simple. I

TFL

(back to TOC)

Joe Ankus is the President of Ankus Consulting, Inc., a Florida based legal recruiting firm
near the fish filled waters of Fort Lauderdale and the Florida Everglades. After practicing
law in two of the nation’s largest law firms, Joe entered the recruiting field in 1991. Joe has 25
years of professional experience and has successfully assisted in the placement of over 500+
attorneys in some of the nation’s most prestigious law firms and corporations. In addition,
Joe has been a featured public speaker, author, conference panelist, and personal recruiting trainer to
hundreds of recruiters on a nationwide basis. His website is www.ankusconsulting.com and his email is
info@ankusconsulting.com.
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TRY THESE IDEAS FOR GETTING
MORE CANDIDATES IN THE DOOR
By Scott Morefield
With the unemployment rate’s 7-year low combined
with a plethora of seemingly never-ending government
benefits afforded to the underemployed and those
who, not included in the figures, have given up looking
for work entirely, it›s no stinking wonder recruiting
is hard!

libraries to the local unemployment office. Give out

And it’s not like most of us are hiring for Disney
or Southwest Airlines either, right? The positions
we place for aren’t all bad, of course, but applicants
aren’t lining up out the door and around the building
to work a hot assembly line for $9 per hour either, at
least not from what I’ve seen. (Just so we’re clear, by
hot I mean sweat dripping down your chin and down
your drawers.)

Employee Referrals

free doughnuts and promo items (free advertising,
right?) and let applicants sign up for a nice door
prize or two. If you get the word out even pretty well,
you’ll likely have decent traffic flow and some good
applicants to put to work.

No matter what methods you use to recruit, referrals
will likely always be your largest applicant source.
Consequently, anything you can do to encourage
referrals will help, up to and especially asking each
and every person you come in contact with for a name
and phone number of someone they

Recruit well
we must

If you think you can just put your
feet on your desk and watch the
applicants roll in like it’s 2009, you’ve
got another think coming. Unless you
get out there and actively recruit, chances are your
lobby will be about as full as the waiting room of the
dentist who killed Cecil the lion.

know might need work. In many cases,
paying a referral bonus of $25, $50, or
even $100 (even more for professional
direct-hire positions) for a referral who
works at least a set amount of hours

is one of the most targeted, strategic investments you
can make. We always set the prerequisite that the
employee referring must be either working with us

So, recruit well we must. After all, isn’t that ultimately
why our clients utilize our services? More than ever,
we’ve got to work hard, work smart, and think outside
the box to point job seekers in our direction.

or our client facility (they may have gone full time by
then) when the referral reaches the required hours
and the bonus is paid.

Client Referrals

Here are a few recruiting ideas, in no particular
order, to help you and your team get an edge on the
competition. This is by no means an exhaustive list.
No doubt you have plenty of others.

Ultimately, people come to us so they can eventually
end up at our clients, and that’s a good thing! If you
have a solid, exclusive relationship with a client who
is willing to refer applicants to your agency to screen,

Job Fairs

you may be able to leave signs, business cards, and
sign-up materials in their lobby. This can be a rich

Sure, you’re always hiring, but job fairs are a great
way to highlight this and put an event spin on it. Aim
for a job fair every couple of months and try multiple
locations, from your own office to client facilities to

source of candidate referrals. Even if the person isn’t
a good fit for that particular client, you might have
somewhere else that’s just perfect.
(cont’d on page 17)
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MORE IDEAS

O

ver the years, I’ve heard of several clever ideas for attracting
candidates for contract, temp and permanent placement. Here
are a few that have proven effective according to the owners and
recruiters who told me about them:

Human Resources — Working with the local SHRM chapter, a Florida agency
hosts a quarterly networking and workshop event for HR professionals that
includes a program providing HRCI credits. Besides assisting HR professionals
in transition (free resume help and coaching) who may go on to be placed, the
events build a strong relationship with the agency who many then turn to for
help in filling jobs in their company.

Information Technology — A San Francisco search firm hosts dart tournaments
at popular local bars, brings in food trucks for special theme nights at the firm’s
office. Entry is by pre-registering (for the hosted events and tournaments) or by
depositing a business card. Another agency gives free placemats and napkins
to Silicon Valley restaurants popular with techies. The placemats have code
puzzles and engineering teasers. Solving them leads to a website where the
solution is entered (and the name, email, etc.) for a prize.

Accounting — One search firm that specializes in placing accounting and
finance professionals has developed a relationship with local colleges to offer
their accounting students and alums discounts for the CPA exam prep course.
The schools mail out the information on behalf of the agency, which then
handles the registration — and collects names, addresses, emails, and phone
numbers of the future CPAs.

Nurses — Not all nursing associations may be as cooperative, but in areas
where they are, do what this agency does: Every other month the agency hosts
a free workshop or seminar for continuing education units. The professional
organization (in the case of this agency, it’s the state nursing association)
sends out a notice on behalf of the agency and includes the event in its monthly
newsletter. Nurses must register to attend. The seminars are held at various
times in order to reach nurses on different shifts. The agency has, occasionally,
also provided child care.

— John Zappe
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(cont’d from page 15)

Hand-Distributed
Print Material
Whether it’s flyers, handouts, or
brochures, getting print materials into the
hands of the general public in your area
costs no more than printing and the time it
takes for your staff to hand them out. For
distribution, the possibilities are as endless
as your creativity.

Direct Mail
Design a catchy postcard describing what
you do, purchase or obtain a list of likely

Internet Marketing

job seekers in your area, get familiar with Microsoft

From job boards to websites to social media to

Access, buy some postcard stamps, and unleash

AdWords and SEO, if internet marketing doesn’t

the legions of direct mail on your unwitting future-

comprise a significant chunk of your recruiting budget

associates. It may even be a good idea, given how

these days you aren’t putting your money in the

transient many of our people seem to be these days,

right place. I’ve already written a column (“Internet

to forgo the list entirely and just send the postcards

Essentials for Marketing Your Agency,” The Fordyce

to current residents of targeted neighborhoods.

Letter May 2015) dedicated to exactly this, so I won’t

Google+

repeat all of it here except to reiterate just how vital it
is to a successful recruiting strategy.

Google+ is the yellow pages of the Internet, and we
all know the Internet is a lot bigger than the yellow

I’m going to stop here, not because these are all the

pages ever were. Even if you haven’t signed up, you

ways to recruit, but because I know you all have great

are likely already on there by virtue of Google being Big

ideas for getting people in the door. You can add your

Brother’s older, scarier, much bigger Brother. If that’s

comments to those already posted here, when the

the case, all you need to do is go on there and claim

article first appeared on StaffingTalk in September.

the page. From that point you can upload photos,

So, how do you get great people in the door? Please

customize it, and add posts (a.k.a. job postings) like

share! TFL

you would do on a Facebook page. The cool thing is,

(back to TOC)

This article originally appeared on StaffingTalk.

these posts are searchable.

Scott Morefield has been in staffing almost his entire working life, starting with a brief stint as a
healthcare recruiter for Maxim Healthcare and continuing into his present 15+ year career with AtWork
Personnel, which has included roles as staffing manager, branch manager, and his current role of
Director of Marketing for his company’s 24 offices. Scott’s articles on various subjects have appeared
on many websites, including WorldNetDaily, Natural News, and regular blog entries on AtWork’s company blog as
well as his own, AMorefieldLife.com. He is also a regular bi-monthly contributor to the staffing industry website
StaffingTalk.com. Scott has a BBA in Human Resources and an MBA from East Tennessee State University.
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What Recruiters Told Us in 2015
(cont’d from page 1)

A typical recruiter’s desk involves two main areas,
candidates and clients, and our polls covered both of
these areas extensively. As a result, certain patterns
emerged. Those patterns underscore one central truth
regarding the state of the industry at the outset of
2016: The industry is in much better shape than
it was in previous years, especially the years of the
Great Recession. In fact, even after the recession was
declared to be over, many recruiters still struggled
during what was termed a “jobless recovery.”
By and large, however, the last few years have been much better for recruiters, especially 2015. Overall, activity
was high, hiring was rampant, and job orders were plentiful. Let’s see what that looked like on a typical recruiter’s
desk, starting with the candidate side of their desk.

THE CANDIDATE SIDE
If 2015 could be summed up in just two words, it

overall, 66.7% of recruiters also identified that as their

would be these: qualified candidates.

biggest problem with candidates specifically. Behind
that answer were relocation at 11.9% and fall-offs

Why is that? Because they were in short supply! For

at 10.4%.

the most part, companies couldn’t find them, and not
only that, but the recruiters that the companies hired

However, let’s dig a little deeper. Exactly how difficult

weren’t always able to find them. (At the very least, it

was it for recruiters to find qualified candidates for

was difficult for the recruiters to find them.)

their open job orders in 2015? We asked Top Echelon
recruiters to rank the difficulty on a scale of one (1)

In fact, finding qualified candidates was the biggest

to five (5), with five (5) being the most difficult. The

concern for recruiters in 2015. We asked Top Echelon

results were as follows:

recruiters, “What is the #1 worry on your desk?” Below
were their top three answers:

1 2345
0.0%

Inability to find
qualified candidates

Lack of
job orders

Uncooperative
clients

50.8%

15.3%

11.0%

5.0%

22.0%

21.0%

52.0%

Seventy-three percent (73%) of recruiters chose
either a four or a five when assessing the difficulty
of finding qualified candidates. Not a single recruiter

That was just the beginning. Since finding qualified

chose one as their answer.

candidates was the biggest concern on their desks

(cont’d on page 19)
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(cont’d from page 18)

Finding vs. Recruiting

Where Do Recruiters Source?

Finding qualified candidates is one thing. Recruiting

Which brings us to sourcing candidates. If finding

them once you’ve found them is quite another. As any

qualified ones is difficult, where are recruiters looking

recruiter will tell you, it’s possible to find a qualified

for them? When it comes to their primary method of

candidate but not be able to successfully recruit

sourcing candidates, below are their top three:

them. As you might have already guessed, we also
polled our members in regards to this issue. Nearly
half of them (48.4%) indicated that recruiting passive,
qualified candidates is “somewhat difficult,” while
another 22.1% chose “very difficult” as their answer.
LinkedIn

So what’s more difficult: finding qualified candidates

27.6%

or successfully recruiting them?

Your internal
database

Internet job
postings

24.5%

18.4%

It would appear from these results that finding
them is more difficult. Once recruiters find these

Cold calling also garnered 8.2% of the vote, while

candidates, they seem confident that they’ll be able

referrals snagged 7.1%. Perhaps not surprisingly,

to recruit them. They just want to find them. Sure,

LinkedIn plays a major role in a recruiter’s daily

recruiting them isn’t exactly easy, but it’s easier than

efforts to source the right candidates. This begs yet

finding them in the first place.

another question, one more inquiry as we wrap up the
(cont’d on page 20)

Make a

plan

for 2016
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(cont’d from page 19)

candidate side of a typical recruiter’s desk in 2015.
That question is this one: “Which grade would you
give your current satisfaction level with LinkedIn?”

of “C” on LinkedIn, and another 19% were satisfied
to the level of a “D.” And yes, LinkedIn even received
a few grades of “F.”

You might be surprised by this (or maybe you’re
not), but only 7.3% of Top Echelon recruiters gave
LinkedIn a grade of “A.” Another 40.9% gave it a “B.”
Then things went downhill, as 30.7% slapped a grade

So while recruiters used LinkedIn a LOT in 2015,
their satisfaction level with the professional social
media site did not match their activity level.

THE CLIENT SIDE
Getting job orders did crack the list at 11.3%, and
behind that problem were taking too long to pay an
invoice at 4.8%, and, at 3.2%, not offering a relocation
package. As you can see, the majority of recruiters’
problems with clients stem from hiring managers
and other officials not acting with urgency during the
hiring process. This lack of urgency can be directly
blamed for companies losing top candidates, and of
course, recruiters ultimately losing placements (and
placement checks).

When it comes to clients, the starting point is always
job orders, specifically the availability of job orders.
Fortunately for most recruiters in 2015, it wasn’t a
question of availability but quantity, specifically how
many job orders they had at any one time. When we
posed this question to Top Echelon members, they
answered in the following fashion:

0-3

4-6

19.3%

29.4%

7-10 11-15 > 16
26.9%

12.6%

11.8%

There’s a difference, though, between an organization
that doesn’t act with urgency during the interviewing
and hiring process and one that could be classified
as “clueless.” How many times during the year did a
Top Echelon recruiter deal with what they considered
a clueless client?

Judging by these results, the availability of job
orders was not a problem for the typical recruiter in
2015. But what kind of job orders were these? The
category into which they fell is also an indication of
the state of the health of the overall economy. If the
majority of job orders were new orders, as opposed
to replacement orders, it bodes better than if it was
the other way around. When we asked Top Echelon
members, nearly three-quarters of them (74.1%)
indicated that the majority of their job orders were
new orders.

Taking too long
to extend an offer

37.9%

33.1%

1x

2x

3x

4x

> 4x

18.8%

21.2%

16.5%

12.9%

4.7%

25.9%

Two aspects of these results are staggering. First,
only 18.8% of recruiters never worked with a “clueless
client” in 2015. On top of that, 25.9% of Top Echelon
recruiters indicated that they worked with more than
four such clients!

So if job orders weren’t the biggest problem on a
recruiter’s desk in regards to clients in 2015, what
was? As it turns out, there were two:

Lack of
timely feedback

0x

What does all of this lead to? Frustration. When
recruiters encounter this level of cluelessness,
frustration manifests itself to varying degrees. One
of the major sources of frustration for independent
recruiting firms is the client’s HR department. Once
again, it’s not a matter of if they’re frustrated, but
it’s a matter of how much they’re frustrated. For this
question, we again employed a scale of one (1) to five
(cont’d on page 20)
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(cont’d from page 20)

(5), with five (5) being the highest. With that scale

were still problems, concerns, and frustrations —they

in mind, how frustrated were Top Echelon recruiters

were just different ones than you would experience

with HR in 2015? (We even included a special category

during a recession or hard times.

for anyone whose frustration was off the chart — and

1. The typical recruiter in 2015 had a difficult

we got a lot of these!)

time finding qualified candidates for their

1 2345
12.9%

17.6%

23.5%

32.9%

client’s open job orders.
2. The typical recruiter had difficulty recruiting
qualified, passive candidates once they were
able to find them.

7.1%

3. The typical recruiter lost candidates and
ultimately placements because their clients

I respectfully submit a level above 5 — 5.9%

took too long during the interviewing and
hiring process.

The two most popular answers were “4” and “3,”

4. The typical recruiter experienced high levels of

respectively, but “5” garnered some votes. Even “I
respectfully submit a level above 5” brought in nearly

frustration with their clients’ HR departments

6% of the vote.

in their efforts to place talent with those
clients.

What Issues Will You Carry
Into 2016?

Do these statements accurately reflect what you
experienced on your recruiting desk in 2015? What

Whiles 2015 was more than likely a good year for

about your desk this year, in 2016? Do you expect to

both your recruiting desk and your recruiting firm,

experience the same obstacles and challenges? If so,

that doesn’t mean it was all smooth sailing. There

what do you plan to do about them? TFL (back to TOC)

Debbie Fledderjohann is president of Top Echelon Contracting, Inc., the recruiter’s back-office
solution. The company was founded in 1992 and places technical, professional, and healthcare
contractors in 49 states. Top Echelon Contracting helps recruiters make contract placements and
handles all of the legal, financial, and administrative details. They become the legal employer and
take care of the employee paperwork, legal contracts, time sheet collection, payroll processing, payroll
funding, tax withholding, benefits, workers’ compensation coverage, invoicing, collections, background checks, etc.

WRITE FOR
Like that old recruiting slogan, Fordyce Wants
YOU! At least to write for us and for your
colleagues who are anxious to learn from your
experience.

And articles that help recruiters do their job,
faster, more efficiently, and more effectively. Tips,
tools, and techniques are all great topics, too.
Send your article, or, if you would prefer
to discuss it first, your idea to us: editor@
fordyceletter.com.

We especially value personal stories of success
and lessons learned.
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Search Shuffling
During Shakeups,
Shockwaves and Shifts

The&
Law
Placements

By Jeffrey G Allen, J.D., C.P.C

You probably never realized how different it is to be recruiting during corporate merges, surges and purges.
The difference is dramatic.
In the Introduction to Surviving Corporate Downsizing, I noted:
Starting out as a recruiter, I soon realized that education, experience, conscientiousness and even productivity
don’t ensure job security or career advancement.
Today, there’s “acquisition anarchy” and “merger mania” — corporations buy, sell, combine and divest for
every reason imaginable. Among the most common ones are to enrich the owners, keep the shareholders in
line, improve the paper profits, inflate the stock value, avoid a hostile takeover, enter a certain market, shed
a losing product line, or comply with government mandates and court orders. In every case, reorganization
occurs. That means “people shifts.”
Downsizing is a pervasive, permanent phenomenon. It hits staffers hardest because they are in overhead
functions that don’t directly deliver the goods or services. Further, their functions can be most easily automated,
eliminated or acquired outside. But it eventually hits everyone as the underlying causes force management to
get leaner and meaner.
This PTL will review the psychological changes that

sound like high drama, problems are blown out

take place in the employees of every company that

of proportion, etc.

shakes, shocks and shifts. Knowing the five personality

Some people intentionally twist the truth and

types that develop will enable you to “search shuffle”

circulate erroneous information.

them successfully:

Dreamers are candidates who push so hard that you
think they recruited you. In this kind of environment,

1. DREAMERS

dreamers can be very creative. Their dreams are
either nightmares or fantasies, depending on their

Whenever there’s a fundamental change taking
place in a company, the lines of communication

personalities.

become short-circuited and overloaded.

Type 1. Doomer’s Club Members

Price Pritchett observed in After the Merger:

Nightmares victimize card-carrying members of

Managing the Shockwaves:

the Doomer’s Club. They’re so fearful of losing their

It seems that virtually everyone has an increased

jobs that they’ll sleepwalk into interviews anywhere

appetite for information and a diminished

on command.

willingness to feed honest, accurate data to

They blow those interviews, though. One even

others. Rumors and speculation rush in to fill the

muttered, “You wouldn’t want to hire me anyway.”

communication vacuum that develops.

It’s natural — they spend their entire working life in

The traditional rules of gossip prevail — that is,

a negative, tentative, secretive environment. If they

truth gets distorted, unfounded ideas are reported

didn’t internalize it, they’d just be daydreaming on

as established facts, insignificant matters come to

the job.
(cont’d on page 23)
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(cont’d from page 22)

Your job is to:

Qualify them technically.
Don’t let their “negative enthusiasm” overwhelm
you. Use the job order as a guide, and rigorously
match the candidate’s qualifications to it. They try
everything to fit anything. But that doesn’t mean they
can get hired.
Although you’ve probably never realized it, three
sendouts is the average limit for an offer. After
that, the chances of an offer drop dramatically. The
reasons include loss of credibility of the recruiter, loss
of interest by the employer, and (of course) loss of
interest by the recruiter.

5. “Is there an atmosphere of suspicion and
distrust at work?”
6. “Is there difficulty getting decisions from upper
management so you can do your job?”

All of these can be avoided if you rigorously qualify
from the beginning.

Coach them on how to get hired.

Review their current job situation.

If you’ve ever tried to instill a positive attitude in
a negative candidate, you know the futility. You’re
competing with his whole miserable lifestyle — and it
can easily become your own.

Once you’ve “qualified” a Doomer’s Clubber the real
challenge begins. In Surviving Corporate Transition,
William Bridges wrote:

It’s much more effective to coach him on specific
techniques that will get him hired.

To launch a whole new chapter requires a
beginning, which is the final phase in an organic
process that does not happen because I decide
that it is time. Beginnings happen when the
transition process gets to the point where they
are ready to happen.

The only measure that counts is the sendout-tooffer ratio. If you ask enough recruiters, you’ll find
it averages 8 to 1. It takes eight interviews for the
average candidate to get one job offer. That means
for every candidate who intuitively knows how to
get hired every time (or uses the proper techniques),
some sleepwalking wounded is limping into his 16th
interview. For every two candidates, there’s someone
being carried into his 32nd! Showing their battle
scars and muttering their war stories. Destroyed, not
employed. Tired, not hired.

Given our…technical orientation, and [the
recruiter’s] temptation to oversell, it is not
surprising that we have not developed much
transition awareness.
Recruiters are in a particularly good position to
help Doomers. The objectivity of working a desk can
quickly administer the dose of reality they need.

After a while, Doomers live with a self-fulfilling
prophecy: Doom. It really is a nightmare, but an
unnecessary one.

Here are a half-dozen items you should always
cover:
1. “Does your supervisor allow you to work
independently?”

In How to Turn an Interview into a Job, I detailed
the hundreds of nuances that make a jobseeker a
jobgetter. If your Doomer has been employed at the
same place for more than three years, he probably
needs to relearn interviewing techniques. I cover
everything from what to eat before she arrives to what
to say when she leaves.

2. “Are you afraid to initiate any new ideas now?”
3. “What do you think your chances are of
remaining at your job?”
4. “Do you think you’ll be promoted after the
turmoil ends?”

(cont’d on page 24)
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In advising employed jobseekers, I advise:

The Q&A Book uses a programmed interview
technique that analogizes the interview to a screen
test. An act. I point out that getting hired depends
almost completely on the “actor factor.” If the candidate
knows his lines, perfects his delivery, and dresses for
the part, he’ll be a placement. If he doesn’t, he won’t.
No retakes, no bit parts.

Say positive things about your present employer.
“I know it won’t be easy. It never is! Let’s face
it, human beings were simply not made to work
for each other. There is an enormous amount of
latent hostility in the employment relationship,
even under the best circumstances. Anyone who

The Q&A Book should be in the hands of
any Doomer.

has conducted exit interviews can attest to that.
Almost every motivational and self-help authority

Type 2.
Success Express Members

has recognized that there is a difference between
the words used by winners and losers. We do
this with the buzz words, action vocabulary and

In every crisis there’s an opportunity, and corporate
crises are no exception. Success Expressers dream
fantasies.

success phrases.
Another reason to rehearse a positive statement
is that the interviewer may interpret your

These fanatic fantasizers can frustrate and foil you,
though. They want your free services for job offers to
use as:

negative comments as revealing inappropriate
information about your present employer. You risk
the possibility that he will anticipate the same

Leverage for a counteroffer.

treatment if you are hired.

A better job offer gives them an objective reason to
angle for a raise, promotion or perk.

The final reason for rehearsing a positive
statement is that your leather lunch box isn’t the
only baggage you’re bringing into the interview.

If the employer responds, you might even get a
thank-you note. If it doesn’t, you’ve still wasted
your time, though — fantasizers don’t want the job
you present. That’s why they’re stunned when the
employer doesn’t counteroffer.

Your image is closely connected with your
background, and even if your former employer
was a loser, accentuate the positive.
Regardless of how long the Doomer has been
employed, he’ll need to be coached on exactly how to

A safety net in case
they’re shaken out.

respond to interview questions. If he’s not, he’ll say
and convey doom and gloom.

Unfortunately, the timing is never right —
statistically it’s almost impossible. They get offers,
they stall, someone else is hired, and they’re canned.

For that reason, I wrote The Complete Q&A Job
Interview Book. Here are six questions she should
expect (and be able to answer):

There’s a way to prevent this, though. It’s called
“infinite interviewing.” On your time and dime.

1. “Why are you leaving your present position?”
2. “What do you think of your previous

The only good thing about Success Expressers is
that they interview confidently. They aren’t any more
qualified then doomers — they just don’t need a job.

supervisor?”
3. “What features of your previous job did
you dislike?”

A Doomer is worth the effort. An Expresser is strictly
a lead to other Doomers.

4. “Would you describe a few situations in which
your work was criticized?”

If you’re not sure which dreams your candidate is
having, contact others within the source company to
verify which he is.

5. “Why aren’t you earning more money?”
6. “May we contact your present employer?”

(cont’d on page 25)
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2. INSURGENTS

If you think you’ve found one, you can verify it by
seeing whether he passes this test:

It’s a rare shaker that doesn’t create factions: This

1. Does he use contacts, position, time, talent,

is where insecure, innovative insurgents infiltrate,

education, experience and reputation to

inhibit, incapacitate, and inherit the company.

his advantage?
2. Does he listen to you carefully

The domain of insurgents is middle management —

without interrupting?

where most of the hiring and firing is done.

3. Does he patiently review his personnel

In Unstable at the Top, Manfred Kets de Vries profiled

requirements with you?

a typical insurgent environment:

4. Does he appreciate your efforts as well as

Since [many top] executives rely more on personal

your results?

judgment than on impartial feedback, they too

5. Does he honor his commitments to you?

often become overconfident, closed- minded,
and unresponsive to the ideas and comments of

6. Does he consider you part of his team?

managers.

7. Do you always know where you stand
with him?

When a personality has serious quirks, it is

8. Does he have a sense of balance and a

often the source of problems that affect the

sense of humor?

entire organization; particularly when the chief

9. Does he follow through on

executive holds the balance of decision-making

implementing ideas?

power. The depth of the problems created makes
them resistant to change.

10. Does he enjoy his role in the company?

In that rigid, politically-charged atmosphere,

3. OBSTRUCTIONISTS

middle managers seize the opportunity.
For you, this can be a seize that secures solid search

Obstructionist hiring authorities resist any change

success. However, you’ll never place anyone unless

in personnel. They say things like:

you align yourself with the insurgents.

• “We don’t pay placement fees.”

Look for hiring authorities who:

• “The fee’s too high.”

a. Have at least three years tenure with

• “We’ve been dissatisfied with recruiters

the company (it takes that long to build

in the past.”

lasting loyalty).

• “Send me a resume.”

b. Are outspoken against the company

• “We’re not looking right now.”

status quo.

In his search superseller Closing on Objections, Paul

c. Are mavericks “tolerated” by top management

Hawkinson wrote the reply to use when you hear

because they’re high producers (usually in

phrases like that:

sales or technical innovation).

Confidentiality while searching for the most

d. Are obsessed about hiring people with similar

qualified candidate is a common requirement

backgrounds and personalities as themselves.

for the client. Corporate politics involving

(This reflects self-confidence, a military

staff changes can have potentially damaging

mindset and rigid goals.)

consequences. Potential disruption to employee

e. Make decisions (like hiring) quickly

morale and performance caused by premature
informational leaks can be avoided by using the

and consistently.

(cont’d on page 26)
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All a future Doomer’s Clubber needs is a little
recruiting rhetoric to recognize reality. Susan Jeffers
gave seven ways to enroll him in Feel the Fear and Do
It Anyway:

services of a recruiter. A confidential search also
increases the probability of a more successful
conclusion, while protecting the company’s image
in the community.

1. List all the payoffs you get from staying stuck in
some aspect of your job.

Obstructionist candidates obstruct themselves.
They’re corporate proof of that saying:

What don’t you have to face? What don’t you
have to do? What comfort do you get from it?

As long as you stand in your own way,
everything seems to be in your way.

When you are aware of what you are doing, you
will automatically discard a lot of your robot-like
behavior. You will lead yourself instead of
being led.

But there’s hope — these candidates are all
prospective Doomer’s Club members. They’re just
afraid membership (possible rejection) is too expensive.
They doom themselves with thoughts like:

2. Be aware of all the options you have during
the course of the day.

a. “I’m not a job-hopper.”

When you are confronted with a difficult
situation at work, write down all the ways
you can possibly act and feel about it.

b. “I really don’t interview well.”
c. “It might not be a secure job, but at least I
know how to do it.”

Make it a game. In no way should you put
yourself down for being upset. It’s a great
clue to where you need to begin taking
responsibility.

d. “I keep hoping things will get better.”
e. “I’m trying to stay here long enough for my
pension plan to vest.”

(cont’d on page 27)
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4. Determine what job you want, and do
something to get it.
5. Use the resources of a recruiter to help you
discreetly and efficiently find a better job while
you’re still employed.

4. UNWORKERS
There’s really no such thing as an “unworker”
— only an unmotivated one. The only difference is
the circumstances. You see the effect of changing

(cont’d from page 26)

circumstances every day of your recruiting life.

3. Start noticing what you say in conversations
with coworkers.

A typical example is the employee who’s eased out

It may include a lot of complaining about people

of one company for poor performance, then goes to

and situations. If so, see if there is anything you

another and becomes a superstar. Sounds familiar,

can do to correct your dissatisfaction.

doesn’t it? What is really happening?

4. Consider the many choices available to you

The candidate isn’t changing at all, but different

that can change negative work experiences into

circumstances bring out different attributes. That’s

positive ones.

why internalizing failure is such an illogical, fallacious

In every situation, there are at least 30 ways to

thing to do.

change your point of view. Write down all the

Life is too short to be slaving away at some dead-end

ways you can possibly do it.

job or knocking on doors. A candidate never really

5. Look at the benefits you have received from

knows whether he likes the job until several weeks

your present job.

after he finds his phone anyway. The best he can do

Possible areas are new acquaintances, new

is plan carefully, get hired, and if he doesn’t like it, get

techniques to improve your efficiency, a better

hired again. With you around, he’ll probably increase

standard of living, and less dependency.

his salary and end up ahead of the game.

6. Try to go one full week without criticizing

Unworkers don’t have the perspective to see that

anyone or complaining about anything.

another job is the answer. They’re demoralized morale

This is an extremely difficult for people in your

problems — to themselves and their employers. You

situation. In addition to helping you feel better, it

should be paid an outplacement fee for recruiting and

shows you how much negative verbalizing (and

removing them. It can save an employer’s business.

thinking) really occurs.

You don’t need to be CPC to spot them either. They

Then, suggest five things to help the obstructive

say things like:

candidate regain control of his career:

• “I hate this job.”

1. Avoid blaming anyone or anything on the job

• “This is a bad place to work.”

for your negativism about it.

• “It’s all I can do to come to work in

2. Accept that only you control your thinking

the morning.”

and acting.

• “TGIF.”

3. Recognize that you placed the obstruction

• “If it wasn’t so close to home, I’d tell them what

in front of yourself, and you can remove it

they could do with their job.”

immediately.

(cont’d on page 28)
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In most cases, unworkers are justified too. Pritchett

executive search consultants. They know, at
least implicitly, that the event will increase the
likelihood people within the firm to be acquired
will be more approachable than before. The
situation is viewed as “open season” — one of the
easiest times to lure away technical specialists,
key managers and executives.

observed:
Cleaning house threatens and alienates
the remaining workforce, fostering a highly
adversarial climate. Furthermore, because of
the extremely adverse impact it has on the trust
level, behavior is driven underground, and the

It’s a short hunting season, though. So keep a
vigilant “shakeout stakeout” by constantly:

communication networks take a long time to
recover.
Overall, the event has a strong inhibiting effect

• Reading industry newspapers and periodicals.

on those employees who remain... [T]hey become

• Attending trade association meetings
and conventions.

much more cautious and self-protective as they
go about their duties.

• Reading business newspapers, financial pages
and periodicals.

5. SHAKEOUTERS

• Asking hiring authorities and candidates about
industry trends.

This is the largest group of recruitables when “Whole

• Asking hiring authorities and candidates
about company management and product/
service shifts.

Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On” is playing on the PA system.
They have no major presenting or interviewing flaws.
But you only have a few weeks after the first tremor

• Keeping your name and “hotline” number in
front of hiring authorities and candidates, so
you get the emergency calls.

to pick the MPC’s (most placeable candidates).
Otherwise, you’ll end up with Success Expressers and
never know the difference.

The trend toward mergers, acquisitions and
layoffs has created an international market for
search shuffling. Knowing the five personalities
you’ll encounter will ensure your job security!
TFL (back to TOC)

Pritchett preached:
When word begins to circulate that a company
has been targeted for acquisition, it often
pricks up the ears of corporate recruiters and

Jeffrey G. Allen, J.D., C.P.C., is the world’s leading placement lawyer. More than 35 years ago, Jeff turned a
decade of recruiting and human resources management into the legal specialty of placement law. Since 1975, Jeff
has collected more placement fees, litigated more trade secrets cases, and assisted more placement practitioners
than anyone else.
Jeff holds four certifications in placement and is the author of 24 popular books in the career field. Jeff’s
experience includes: Author of “The Allen Law” — the only placement information trade secrets law in the United
States; Expert witness on employment and placement matters; Recruiter and staffing service office manager;
Human resources manager for major employers; Certified Personnel Consultant, Certified Placement Counselor,
Certified Employment Specialist and Certified Search Specialist designations; Cofounder of the national
Certified Search Specialist program; Special Advisor to the American Employment Association; General Counsel
to the California Association of Personnel Consultants (honorary lifetime membership conferred); Founder and
Director of the National Placement Law Center; Recipient of the Staffing Industry Lifetime Achievement Award;
Author of The Placement Strategy Handbook, Placement Management, The National Placement Law Center
Fee Collection Guide and The Best of Jeff Allen, published by Search Research Institute exclusively for the
staffing industry; and Producer of the EMPLAW Audio Series on employment law matters. You can email him at
Jeff@placementlaw.com.
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